
Marton (aka MIKE)
Marketing and account
manager web3 ,NFT, DeFi

I worked as a freelancer for projects that needed a healthy growth with members
and investors, I also managed social media accounts, marketing for projects and
graphic design for give away, prelaunch, presale, logo and more.

I am a cooperative, accomplished, efficient, pioneering, comprehensive and
curious person who loves new opportunities.

I try to learn more and more from every person, I offer and expect seriousness 

Here you can find me here : mike-agency.info or tap on below icon 

         

ABOUT ME :

Hello guys, my crypto journey started back in 2017 when I first got 
in touch with this domain. I started marketing only around 2018-2019 
and have been doing it consistently since then. I am a crypto enthusiast who started doing marketing for 
projects about 4-5 years ago

 
The basis is my knowledge of blockchain marketing (web3, nft, crypto, etc.)

-I worked on more than 100 projects for which I did marketing, managed social media accounts, did graphic design and
presentations

-I also like to research for projects to be able to do the best marketing for them

-Marketing specialist Reddit, discord, telegram and social media ads, banners, and shilling (quora, 4chain, blockfolio, coisniper,
coinhunter, telegraph.)

- I have started with Reddit marketing 
at first, then got to a lot of telegram promotion, managing funds for 
adds (adtok, bit media, etc) to trending on social media platforms or 
managing projects outreach to people. I love working and looking 
forward to be hired.

-I am an expert in Reddit, telegram, discord, and Twitter marketing scene. 
Also social media marketing (adds , promotions, trending, etc) .

-Same at graphic design I love to make graphic design for giving away , logo and more 
Also doing websites, stickers, animations, minting pages for nfts, 
contracts for projects and basically whatever is crypto-related to the 
crypto space.

-Creating the marketing strategies for developing the project and presenting the project to investors

-Organization of presentations for the growth of brands 

-Ability to work cooperatively with design , product, and sales teams 

-Write articles and social media content (press writer ) at the same time  can get through them a blue badge for Twitter ,
Instagram, and more social media blue badge 

-Work quickly , and efficient 

https://dcc.godaddy.com/control/mike-agency.info/settings
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marton-kristof-b27593240
http://mike-agency.info/
https://t.me/little_mikei
https://twitter.com/mike_marketing1


-Ability to make content plans for different periods 

-Experience with Facebook ads , Twitter , Instagram , Photoshop , LinkedIn , WordPress TikTok , adtok , bitmedia 

-Experience in copywriting 

- Researched and find keywords optimization and trends

I worked with :

-Defi project (marketing ) , yield protocol

-Experience in casino token ,  memecoin , gaming token 

-NFT project 

-Finance project 

-And I also for  worked for simple people who didn't have projects but wanted to grow a telegram group reddit discord etc or
blue badge for social networks or articles in the press

Some names of projects I worked with:

-Toast punk NFT 

-Reflex finance 

-Algebra finance 

-Rubic finance 

-Tedy wealth NFT 

-Poseidon coin

-Honeybee farm 

--Starchi

-Mind music 

-Junior shiba 

-Nasdex

 
Can't wait to work with you fellas. Let's work together and develop the company together

          

Work Experience

January 2022 - June 2022 Account Manager  Toast punk

I was a account manager for the NFT project, at the same time I also did marketing campaigns
for the team and i make healthy growth for team and growth members and investors 
 

FREELANCER SEO marketing Honeybee farm
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I collaborated with those from Honeybee farm for SEO ads to increase the flow of members
and expose the brand to as many people as possible and growth the brand 
 

FREELANCER Marketing manager Re�ex �nance
I collaborated with the team, made stickers, posted on reddit to reach the top, increased the
number of investors and active members, I worked as a freelancer, I was not employed for a
period of time 
 

January 2021 - May 2021 Marketing Manager  Rubic Finance

I was in a position to grow the community through ads, together with a  
colleague of mine Catherine we managed to grow the Rubic Finance team on the Reddit
platform

February 2021 - April 2021 Marketing Specialist  Algebra �nance

I worked together with Algebra finance in order to increase their reddit page and bring
investors, following that they will increase a lot after the promotion, the team developed,
and the investors started appearing after a marketing that lasted about 2 months with a
healthy growth

Education

Apr 2019 - PRESENT 

BABES BOLYAI UNIVERSITY

Skills

Social Media Marketing
Social Media Platforms
Marketing Strategies
Marketing Campaigns
Managing Projects
Marketing Digital
Twitter Marketing
Press Releases
Social Media
Copywriting
Microsoft Office
Canva – Designing Tool
Team Work
comunication skills
pionering
Cooperative
accomplished
Efficient
Comprehensive

Languages

English — Professional
Romanian — Native or Bilingual
Hungarian — Native or Bilingual
French — Intermediate
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